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- A wind-catching excursion to Suao -

The common voice of Suao's
fishermen:  Where there is fishing
escort there is protection

|     |

Article | Lee Kai-jen  Photos | Lu Cheng-hai

J ust as the age-old Sino-Japanese sea territorial claim dispute

captures national attention and press limelight following a recent

sea territorial dispute that broke up between Taiwanese fishermen and

Japanese fishery patrol boat from its department of marine

administration, Coast Guard Administration Minister Syu Huei-You

responds by saying, "One would rather fight to death, rather than be-

ing aggravated to death" in a pledge to defend the fishermen's equity.

With that, the publication has specially called on the Suao area and in-

terviewed secretary general Ms. Lin Yueh-ying of the Suao District Fish-

ermen Association.

With the character of "Ao" in "SuAo" that initially meant the bend

of an ocean bay, and a spot where the ships moor, it is exactly the first

impression that one would encounter when calling Suao.

    

A bird's eye view of the Nanfangao Fishing Port
from the vantage point of Nan Tien Temple

Suao Fishermen's Association secretary general
Ms. Lin Yueh-ying receives the publication's exclu-
sive interview
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"The Suao Fishermen's Association

has been in good standing for 77 years

from the very start of its inception, and

under the jurisdiction of the Suao District

F i s h e r m e n ' s  A s s o c i a t i o n  a re  t h e

Nanfangao Fishing Port, the Fenniaolin

Fishing Port, the Nanao Fishing port, three

fishery auctioning sites, in addition to one

cargo gathering site, the cross-harbor

bridge among other fishery facilities.

Among them, the Nanfangao Fishing Port

is ranked as one among the top three fishing ports nationwide.  In re-

cent years as the traditional fishing industry market gradually declines,

the stage of Taiwan's fishery industry does call for the joint participa-

tion of the government and the island's population by supporting the

fishermen's festivity and various seasonal fishery promotions, such as

the leaping squid festival, the tuna season and such, all of which could

use the support and promotional campaign of all."  Said secretary gen-

eral Ms. Lin Yueh-ying of the Suao District Fishermen's Association pro-

filing the Shao Port's fishery facilities to the publication's editing team.

In addition, when talking about the close-knit relationship between

the fishermen and the Coast Guard Administration, secretary general

Lin asserts, "With security checkpoints scattered along the coastlines

across the island, it is fair to say that the Coast Guard Administration is

at the frontline of the government's contact with the local fishermen,

making the tie inseparable.  Coast Guard personnel painstakingly carry

out a host of missions, ranging from fishing vessel security check, mari-

time distress rescuing, maritime order maintenance and so forth.  And

despite the occasional skirmish and dispute, the two sides never fail to

reach a consensus at the end through mutual communication.  As rocked

by the fishery dispute between the Suao Fishermen and the Japanese

maritime authorities, the fishermen are moved and aspired by the Coast

Guard's fishery escorting efforts".  In comparison, throughout the en-

tire mission, we find that it would be a more tangible help to the fisher-

men if the government is able to increase the Coast Guard's manpower

deployment and maritime equipment allocation for defending Taiwan's

maritime claim at fixed locations.  In addition, it is equally important

that a communication platform be established by relevant government

authorities with the Japanese fishery industry, and the reiteration of the

joint asset claim over the jointly managed sea territories.

Secretary general Lin has narrated her profiling with a deep

thought in her mind.  Upon concluding the brief interview, and bid-

ding farewell to secretary general Lin, we see groups of fishermen sit-

ting by makeshift shacks shielding the sun along our way to Nanfangao,

who are busy mending the fishing nets with their hands, as we go up to

greet them and then ask them, "With these many fishing nets to mend,

it would have been dark by the time you get done with it, and would

there be time for you to set sail and catch some fish?"  The fishermen

respond, "The fishing work isn't exactly a 9 to 5 job; sometime we set

sail before sunset, and sometimes in the wee hours of the night, where

we sail somewhere from 3 to 5 days at sea, or be gone for up to a month
 

The Coast Guard service counter that the Coast Guard sets up at
the Fishermen's Association to convenient serving the fishermen

 
Coast Guard Administration security inspection check-
point associates familiarly registered down one after
another of the fishing vessel reading to disembark
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or two, if not longer!  Making a living at sea isn't easy, while everybody

works hard only to earn a living.  Just like the recent conflict with the

Japanese patrol boat, we nevertheless get expelled thinking that we are

only making a living and that really puts us in a queasy mood.  In the

absence of any armament, all we could do is to withstand the assault,

and the matter only subsides counting on the government's efforts.  And

there is the Coast Guard Administration's fishery escorting mission that

really makes us regard it as the most direct support that the govern-

ment could give to us the fishermen.  We do anticipate that relevant

government agencies to resolve the fishery rights dispute that we have

with the adjacent countries".  The rest of the fishermen echo the voice of

their hearts, and by watching them, their trepidation of their seafaring

lifestyle and their recognition of the Coast Guard's defending the fish-

ermen seem to contrast all of a sudden.

The next stop, we come to Nanfangao, where we happen to bump

into the officers and men from the Nanfangao security checkpoint, who

fluently note down the succession of fishing vessels readying to

disembark.  Under the scorching sun, it becomes difficult to tell whether

the sparks reflected in their eyes are the sweat of the associates or a

reflection of the choppy seawater, yet their hardworking ethics are dif-

ficult to miss.  Circling the town's roadways, we finally call on the sce-

nic site not to be missed in Nanfangao - the Nan Tien Temple.  Its main

structure features a Southern palatial configuration, adorned with gold

gild, and the Goddess of Mercy housed in the temple is particularly

exquisite and refined.  Following the local ritual, we light up an incense

stick and pray to the Goddess of Mercy silently to bless all Coast Guard

associates with safety and peace in every maritime law enforcement

mission, and the Coast Guard Administration with perseverance in its

promotion of all maritime affairs; watching the incense fume going up

skyward, its seems as if the Goddess of Mercy has heard our prayers.

Bearing the anticipated voice the Suao Fishermen have for the gov-

ernment and the administration, we set out to leave the spot.  With the

setting sun projecting the fields with a golden hue, where the crops

sway back and forth, all if this has come to represent Suao's farewell to

us, and concludes a perfect finale for the publication's enriching excur-

sion to Suao.

Reference:
Introductory pamphlets for the Suao District Fishermen's Association, and the Nan
Tien Temple
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Nanfangao fishermen persevered in mending the
fishing nets amid the scorching midday sun




